Knowledge of the transition point of steady to periodic ow and the frequency occurring hereafter is becoming increasingly more important in engineering applications. By the Newton{Picard method | a method related to the recursive projection method | periodic solutions can be computed, which makes such knowledge available. In the paper this method is applied to study the bifurcation behavior of the ow in a driven cavity at Reynolds numbers between 7500 and 10000. For the time discretization the -method is used and for the space discretization a symmetry-preserving nite-volume method. The implicit relations occurring after linearization are solved by the multilevel ILU solver MRILU. Our results extend ndings from earlier work with respect to the transition point.
Introduction
The paper discusses the application of the Newton{Picard method to study the transition from steady to (quasi)-periodic ow, as described by the incompressible Navier{Stokes equations. Such studies are not only interesting from a theoretical point of view, but they also have practical applications, e.g. in uid-structure interaction problems.
The study has been performed for ow in a square lid-driven cavity. Cazemier et al. 2] have performed a similar study on a small (approximate) dynamical system resulting from a Galerkin discretization on a basis obtained by a proper orthogonal decomposition (or equivalently by a singular value decomposition) of snapshots of the ow on a very ne grid. The small system admits to compute the monodromy matrix, i.e. the ampli cation matrix for perturbations of the solution, the order of which is equal to the number of degrees of freedom in the system. The eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix determine whether a periodic solution is stable or not. In 2] it was observed that the behaviour of the small dynamical system predicted reasonably well the behaviour of the system on the very ne grid. In the present study we make use of the Newton{Picard method in which the monodromy matrix restricted to the space consisting of the most critical modes is constructed. This allows to study the bifurcation behaviour of the full Navier{Stokes system; this in contrast to the approximate system studied by Cazemier et al. 2] .
The Newton{Picard method has been developed by Lust and Roose 5, 6] and implemented in the software tool PDECONT. In itself the Newton{Picard method is a generalization of the recursive projection method (RPM) of Shro and Keller 8] . In PDECONT the PDE is solved by using an implicit method; we have implemented MRILU 1] for solving the occurring linearized systems.
With respect to the transition point we recall the following. Its bifurcation behaviour can be studied by a continuation method, such as PDECONT. The latter software tool requires from the user two subroutines: one for the right-hand side f(x; ) and one for the solution of the ODE starting with some x 0 integrated over a time period t with parameter . For the time integration the -method has been implemented. In the following we treat, in the spirit of the method-of-lines approach, the discretization in space and time separately.
Space-discretization
The space discretization is de ned on a staggered non-uniform grid, for which various discretization choices are available. Experience has learned that a proper treatment of the convective terms is crucial for numerical stability and accuracy (see 9]). The equations are discretized using a second-order symmetry-preserving nite-volume approach, which we will explain by considering the continuity equation and the momentum equation in one dimension (Figure 1 ). For the 
Of each product in this expression, the rst factor is considered as the coe cient and the second factor as the unknown. The discretization in (2) has a property which is important for stability: the central term of the convective part in the momentum equations vanishes, which can be seen as follows. The central coe cient can be rewritten as (and only here we substitute u i+ 1 2 once again) Note that the coe cient, apart from a factor, becomes precisely the sum of the continuity equations (1) around p i and p i+1 , and hence the nal step in the above derivation produces zero! In this way we have established in the discrete form (2) a similar action which is always possible in the continuous form: rewriting the convective term in the momentum equations to skew-symmetric form by using the continuity equation. This is easily extended to higher dimensions. Numerically this property implies that in a pure convective problem discrete energy is conserved exactly: the convective terms cannot give rise to arti cial blow up or dissipation; see 9] for more details.
Time discretization
For the time discretization the -method is used, given by x n+1 = x n + tf((1 ? )x n + x n+1 ):
For = 1=2 and = 1 this is the implicit midpoint and backward Euler method, respectively. As initial guess for the solution the extrapolation formula x n+1 = 2x n ?x n?1 is used. The implicit relations are solved by the Newton method and the occurring linear equations are solved by MRILU. The Newton{Picard method computes perturbations from a steady state; these perturbations are so small that one factorization per time period is enough. The choice of in the application is delicate. Consider for a moment that we are studying the stability of a steady state by perturbing the solution. Then the choice = 1=2 gives an ampli cation of magnitude almost one for high-frequency components, though in reality these are highly damped. The choice = 1 will give excessive damping in the problem, e.g. eigenvalues with a relative large imaginary part and a small positive real part may still have an ampli cation with magnitude less than 1 though they would be unstable if the ODE would be integrated exactly. We will make the material more precise.
Suppose we want to study the e ect of perturbations of a steady state over a time period T with n equal time steps, hence t = T=n. Then for each eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix of f we have the following ampli cation r r = (1 + (1 ? ) t)=(1 ? t)] n : (3) In the Newton{Picard process the perturbations corresponding to the most dominant r's, say all r's which are in magnitude larger than 0.95, will be computed. We want that this dominant subspace contains the same perturbations as those dominating in the time-continuous case. So we try to nd close to 1=2, such that for t large the magnitudes of the corresponding r's are less than those corresponding to t close to the imaginary axes. whereas for small t r exp( T) exp 2 ? 1=2 n ( T) 2 ]; which shows more clearly how (3) depends on and n. Using an estimate of the important eigenvalues which are of the order of magnitude T 2 i one can get an idea of choosing and n (or t). In our case we used 's ranging from 0.51 to 0.502.
PDECONT and the Newton{Picard method
In this section the Newton{Picard method, which is at the basis of PDECONT, will be described in short. The underlying idea of the method can already be found in 4, 8] , where it is applied to steady computations. x = g(x): (4) One may think here of a steady state computation by means of a time integration method over some period, or of detecting a periodic solution of a PDE. The solution space is split in two orthogonal subspaces P and P ? with projectors P and Q, respectively . Let p 0 = Px 0 and q 0 = Qx 0 , then we iterate according to p i+1 = p i + C 1 (P g(x i ) ? p i ); (5) q i+1 = q i + C 2 (Qg(x i ) ? q i ); (6) x i+1 = p i+1 + q i+1 : (7) Here C 1 and C 2 should be chosen such that good convergence is obtained in both subspaces. In the paper of Shro In the periodic case the matrix V T g x V is an approximation of the monodromy matrix restricted to P. The directional derivatives g x V i , where V i is the i-th column of V , can be found by numerical di erentiation g x (x n )V i = (g(x n + "V i ) ? g(x n ))=":
The projections P and Q can be written in terms of V : P = V V T and Q = I ? P = I ? V V T . In the actual computation one works withp and q.
We are left with the problem of nding V . Its columns build the invariant subspace P which usually is the space corresponding to the dominant eigenvalues of g x . V can be found in a variety of ways. Here it is found by accelerated orthogonal iteration, which is a generalization of the power method. The matrix involved is g x which is not available in explicit form, but we can compute g x times a vector by numerical di erentiation as shown in (8) . For every vector this entails the integration over one period. This added to the fact that orthogonal iteration is slowly converging when the magnitude of the eigenvalues cluster, it is not surprising that the detection of V takes most of the execution time of the method (a number of hours for one iteration in our case). Note that the presented iteration is in general more contractive than the original xed point problem (4) . Even if the xed point problem is mildly unstable, with only a few eigenvalues of g x in magnitude larger than one, then RPM is converging if the eigenvectors corresponding to those eigenvalues are in P.
Numerical results
The method has been used to test the stability for both steady state and periodic problems; both types of results will be presented below. All computations are on a non-uniform 128 128 grid.
Along the steady solution branch
As a starting solution for the Newton{Picard process the steady-state solution at Re= 7500 has been used. The time step t was set at 0.125 seconds and = 0:51. The time step is adapted by the program such that its multiple ts in the period (which is arti cial in this steady case and initialized at 1.5 seconds). For the Newton method a stopping criterion of 10 ?12 is imposed on the correction (max norm). This is needed to reduce the numerical error in the numerical di erentiation, which is important for achieving su cient convergence. For the construction of an invariant subspace 22 vectors were found to su ce in the orthogonal iteration. The vectors which meet the stopping criterion and have a corresponding Floquet multiplier greater than 0.95 are used for the invariant subspace P. A plot of the eigenvalues is given in Fig. 2 . These eigenvalues are computed from the inverse of (3), hence the eigenvalues are independent of . The rst bifurcation occurs in the neighbourhood of Re = 8375 with Im( ) = 2:76, hence a time period of 2.28. The di erence with Cazemier's value 7972 is due to the fact that we have applied a coarser grid (to save on computing time), but the solution has the same period. Next to this one, four other Hopf bifurcations were encountered below Re = 10000.
Along periodic solution branches
If we want to compute the periodic solution then we have to consider the transition of the time integration process instead of looking where the eigenvalues of the Jacobian pass the imaginary axis. This may shift the transition point.
In order to minimize this e ect we increased the accuracy of the time integration by using = 0:502 and t = 0:06125.
The computation was restarted at Re = 8000 and steps 100 were used in the continuation. The search space for the invariant subspace was extended to 30 vectors. It was observed that the steady solution became unstable at Re = 8400 as before, for a perturbation with a period of about 2.3 seconds.
Continuation along the periodic branch was started at Re = 8550 using the steady solution plus half the rst vector in the basis. At Re = 9150 this solution becomes unstable. The period of the frequency of this unstable mode is about 1.43 (or Im( ) = 4:40), again computed by the inverse of (3) which holds approximately now. The corresponding eigenvalue 4.40 is also present in Fig. 2 . From Re = 9250 upward increments of 250 were taken until 10000; no new unstable modes were found.
The movement of the Floquet multipliers in the complex plane is shown in the left-hand plot of Fig. 3 . The marks in this plot make it possible to follow what happens when the Reynolds number increases: they follow the sequence , ; +, , , . All occurring multipliers can be traced back to the components given in Fig. 2 . The radius of the Floquet multipliers is scaled in order to stretch the plot near the unit circle. On the dash-dotted and dashed line the radius is 0.90 and 0.95, respectively.
For a further branch the computation was started at Re = 8700 using the steady solution plus half the vector corresponding to the component causing the second Hopf bifurcation. The Reynolds number was increased by 100. The result is displayed in the middle plot of Fig. 3 . Since we start here from the second bifurcation from the steady state, the steady state is unstable and so is the periodic solution. However, almost immediately the unstable perturbation becomes stable and the eigenvalue is driven away from the unit circle. The periodic solution remains stable for the remainder of the computation to Re = 10000.
The right-hand plot in Fig. 3 shows a partial bifurcation diagram from the results computed here; it gives a qualitative behaviour of the system. When the stationary solution becomes unstable at Re 8375 a periodic branch emerges; this periodic branch is stable up to Re 9150. At Re 8600 a second unstable periodic solution emerges from the steady state. This periodic solution restabilizes at Re 8800. It is observed that in the range Re = 8800 to 9150 two stable periodic solutions exist. From the unstable stationary solution other periodic solutions emerge at Reynolds numbers of about 9000, 9100 and 10000, respectively. These solutions are (initially) unstable. 
Conclusions
Large-scale bifurcation analysis of periodic solutions by computational means is possible. However the current version of PDECONT consumes a lot of computer time, which is due to the slow convergence of the invariant subspace. The use of implicit time integration is made possible through the availability of good iterative solvers, such as CG-type methods preconditioned by MRILU. Special care has to be taken that only the Floquet multipliers of interest are found. The convective space discretization should be chosen such that it does not interfere with the stability of the ow.
For the driven-cavity ow a complicated bifurcation pattern has been found, with (at least) ve Hopf bifurcations for Reynolds numbers below 10000. Also, along some of the periodic solution branches additional bifurcation points have been identi ed. These ndings con rm and extend earlier computations by Cazemier et al. 2] .
